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By QING ) XU GUANG HE HAO ZHU REN YE LEI. SUN SHU MING XIAO

paperback. Condition: New. Ship out in 2 business day, And Fast shipping, Free Tracking number will
be provided after the shipment.Paperback Pages Number: 137 Language: Chinese. Xu wide and No.
pill Dan set record old opened in the mid-Qing Dynasty Hangzhou pharmacy Xu wide and the
number drugs of repair together a comprehensive note of names. Xu Guang No. pill Dan set
recorded in sub-fill Ang heart and kidney. spleen and stomach. diarrhea. diet and qi stagnation.
phlegm cough. typhoid fever. of the various wind Zhu fire Shushi. gynecological door. the young
outpatient ophthalmology door. evening Buke the door. Du fried gum paste. a variety of nectar
wine sesame oil 12 categories. Were recorded to the main part-including cream. glue. gel. wine. oil.
home repair together of colored drugs three hundred and six kinds of pills. Dan. 11 indicate the
selling price and category. introduced the function of attending services law. in order to facilitate
customers to buy. The book not only for today the history of early modern medicine. No.
understand the social spread of the Chinese medicine finished and operating the circulation of a
certain reference value. the better for TCM clinical and TCM loving each reference.Four
Satisfaction...
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The very best book i actually study. It is actually writter in easy terms and never hard to understand. Your daily life period will probably be enhance when
you total looking over this publication.
-- Edna  Rolfson-- Edna  Rolfson

The publication is straightforward in study better to fully grasp. It is definitely simplistic but excitement inside the 50 percent of your publication. It is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Ma z ie Johns IV-- Ma z ie Johns IV
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